•The genesis of Florida's NNC started with EPA’s 2009 “January Determination”, which
federallyy mandated NNC for Florida
•In February of 2010 the NNC controversy was well underway to better understand,
discuss, comment, and alert Florida as to what it would mean and/or require to comply
•As with many other communities such as Ocala, their waste treatment systems were
not g
going
g to meet the veryy strict newer standards and mayy not have even met AWT
(Advanced Wastewater Treatment) standards.
•While the controversy played out, Ocala began to conduct engineering and cost
analysis, as well as work with the Utility Council and it members to better understand
what was needed to g
get Florida in compliance
p
with the higher
g
standards and how our
communities with limited resources were going to be impacted financially
•Initial analysis results were that Ocala would need to spend approximately 150 million
dollars to get below 1.0ppm of nitrogen and 50 to 90 million dollars to get below 3.0
pp
ppm
•With a population of just over 50,000, the costs would greatly affect the community in
a number of ways.
•Ocala, like many other communities, knew that something must be done to improve
our environment but how,, g
given the costs,, could it be done.

•Ocala lies between and on top of the Rainbow River and Silver Springs Springsheds,
and while looking for ways to mitigate nitrogen introduction to the aquifer, we must
also do our part to minimize aquifer withdrawals to ensure the water ecosystem stays in
balance
•After meetings with: engineers, the St. John’s Water Management District, FDEP, state
and local leaders, a “City of Ocala Water Resources Management Plan” (COWRMP)
was developed
•The work began and still is underway to implement various phases of the Water
Management Plan
•The COWRMP required enhancing many factors that already existed and modifying
others to meet new NNC limits and CUP consumptive use demands
•Ocala has three (3) reclaimed water facilities, and 100% of the wastewater treated is
reclaimed
•The COWRMP requires all wastewater (reclaimed water) meet AWT standards of
below 3.0
3 0 ppm for nitrogen
•The COWRMP requires that reclaimed water be used to off‐set irrigation from a
higher source such as the Floridan aquifer
•The COWRMP requires that all BIOSOLIDS be treated to class “AA” standards and no
field application of class “B”
B Biosolids be used as an alternative disposal method

•The projects within the COWRMP guidelines are as follows:
•Sign leases to landscape company to allow them to use city owned
sprayfield land and reclaimed water to grow trees and turf instead
of pulling water from the aquifer to meet irrigation needs

•What other techniques in the Silver Springs Basin is Ocala using t0 comply with
NNC?
•All (3) three reclaimed water facilities have been evaluated for NNC compliance
•WRF#1 a trickling filter plant the oldest facility will be scheduled to go off‐line
and the flow split between the newer updated facilities
•WRF#2 an activated sludge plant is currently under construction to be upgraded
to a carrousel type plant that will have AWT treatment, and is scheduled to be
completed in spring of 2016
•WRF#3 a current carrousel plant was modified in 2013 to meet AWT standards for
nitrogen
•(After establishing a cooperative work environment with EIMCO, and several
other knowledgeable contractors with good working communication skills, a
collaborative effort was formed that lead to reduced costs.)
• (for the WRF#2 project the FDEP and St. John’s Water Management District
worked with the city to establish a matching grant that will pay for 33% of the total
construction costs, which will total approximately $10.0 million dollars. The state
of Florida will also kick in $750,000 towards the project(In‐house design,
engineering, drafting, and project management helped reduce costs further)
•Septic tank use and small package plant type treatment systems in urban areas
where central sewer system exists is an issue that Ocala is addressing, with help
from CBDG funding, the city committing funds, and comprehensive land use
changes. (More involvement is needed and more tools in the tool box need to be
available)

The goal of meeting NNC requirements for the state of Florida as well as
the country will continue to be a complex and costly agenda
The techniques mentioned here and others still in the data gathering
phase
will
but
NNC should
h
ill work
k in
i some places
l
b t will
ill nott work
k in
i others,
th
h ld
not be considered a one size fits all
Ocala’s goal in the near future, is to have the reclaimed water facilities
meeting
g AWT standards at design
g capacities,
p
while expanding
p
g the
reclaimed water system to areas that are currently using well water or the
city drinking water supply for secondary uses such as irrigation; this
strategy will off‐set aquifer withdrawals and reduce nitrogen
introduction to our environment
The COWRMP has made progress, WRF#3 before modifications was
averaging 8 to 10 ppm in nitrogen and now is consistently below 2.0 ppm
nitrogen
Two parks within the city were using approximately 700,000 gallons of
drinking water per month for irrigation, they are now connected to our
public access reclaimed system
Connectivity of Ocala
Ocala’ss reclaimed water system is paramount in being
able to off‐set drinking water, the following slide will show what’s next.

I will take your questions and thank you

